
UK Manufacturing Sector Barely
Grew During Month of May

London, June 8 (RHC)-- UK manufacturing activity barely grew last month, raising concerns over the
economy's strength in the run-up to the June 23rd referendum on whether the country should remain a
member of European Union.

The Markit/CIPS manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) rose to 50.1 from 49.4 in April, which
had been the lowest level since early 2013.  But the PMI index was only a fraction above the 50 mark that
separates manufacturing growth from contraction.

Rob Dobson, senior economist at survey compilers Markit, said that the manufacturing sector "looks likely
to act as an increased drag on the economy."

The PMI report found that more than a third of British manufacturers surveyed believed uncertainty over
the EU vote has had a negative impact on their business, with 8 percent saying the effect was "strongly
detrimental."

A British exit from the EU, or Brexit, was not formally on the agenda at last week's G-7 summit in Japan,
but British Prime Minister David Cameron discussed the issue with several world leaders.



Membership of the European Union has been a controversial issue in the UK since the country joined the
then European Economic Community in 1973.  Those in favor of a British withdrawal from the EU argue
that outside the bloc, London would be better positioned to conduct its own trade negotiations, better able
to control immigration and free from what they believe to be excessive EU regulations and bureaucracy.

Those in favor of remaining in the bloc argue that leaving it would risk the UK's prosperity, diminish its
influence over world affairs, and result in trade barriers between the UK and the EU.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) recently said that there were no economic benefits for the UK to
leave the EU, while the Bank of England has warned that the country's economy would slow sharply, and
possibly even enter a short recession.
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